Molecular characterization, expression pattern and evolution of nine suppressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS) gene in the swamp eel (Monopterus albus).
Suppressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS) family members have negative effects on cytokine signaling pathways involved in immunity, growth and development. Owing to their typical feature, they have been extensively studied in mammalians, but they have not offered systematic studies among teleosts. In the present study, nine SOCS family genes were identified in the swamp eel genome and analyzed regulation mechanisms of SOCS family members in swamp eels. The open reading frames of MaSOCS1a, MaSOCS1b, MaSOCS2, MaSOCS3a, MaSOCS3b, MaSOCS4, MaSOCS5, MaSOCS6 and MaSOCS7 were 663 bp, 603 bp, 717 bp, 618 bp, 645 bp, 1188 bp, 1488 bp, 1611 bp and 1998 bp and encoded 220, 238, 200, 205, 214, 395, 496, 536 and 655 amino acids, respectively. All SOCS proteins have no signal peptides. Multiple alignment revealed that MaSOCS family members possessed a typical conserved SOCS box and SH2 region. Phylogenetic analyses showed that all SOCS proteins were divided into two main clusters. Taken together with the similarity and identity of SOCS protein amino acids, these results indicated that MaSOCS family members shared conserved with other homologous genes, in which MaSOCS7 was more conserved. Further syntenic analysis confirmed the phylogenetic analysis results and annotation of SOCS protein, suggesting that MaSOCS5 shared a common ancestor gene with that of fish and humans. MaSOCS family members were constitutively expressed in a wide range of tissues with different levels. In particular, spleen and head kidneys play an important role in immune-related pathways. After Aeromonas veronii and polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid (poly I:C) challenge in the spleen and head kidney, MaSOCS family members exhibit different expression profiles. These expression patterns indicated that MaSOCS family members could make acute responses after pathogen invasion. Taken together, these results indicate that MaSOCS family members participate in the immune response against pathogens and offer a solid foundation for future studies of SOCS function.